Pete Emmett

His real talent is personalising the act to suit each event and
ensuring that characters from the room are included in the show
(without offence of course!) and delivering a dry, dead pan speech
to the audience.
Pete has worked alongside many of the ‘big names’ on the circuit
and some of the friendships he has formed with the nation’s most
prominent sportsmen are testament to his personality.
He is an ideal person for sportsmen’s dinners, benefit dinners,
testimonials or events to recognise sporting achievements.
Pete is a very funny and competent Master of Ceremonies.
Extremely professional in his approach, he is instantly likeable and
has a great rapport with his audience thanks to his dry sense of
humour and witty ‘off the cuff’ remarks which are delivered in a
unique but non-offensive manner.
One of the hardest working comperes on the circuit, he will
personalise his act to suit the function. Be it a sports dinner,
corporate event or charity function, he will make the night run
smoothly and also excel in raising funds through auctions, games
and wacky ideas.
Pete has an excellent sporting knowledge having worked in sports
journalism for a number of years. This knowledge has led to him
hosting major sporting events where his interviewing style
guarantees intriguing questions and plenty of humorous banter.

“Pete is a hilarious comedian who I have seen in action on many occasions. He is a very likeable and
talented young man who can alter his act to suit the audience, a rare talent indeed. His ‘This is your
life’ for me was so funny but also very moving and something I’ll always remember. It’s nice to listen
to a comedian who can make people laugh without being rude or offensive”.
Mike Stevo Stevenson , Sky Sports Commentator

"Pete is a hilarious host, using very funny and original material. He can sense the mood of an audience
and interacts in a fun, engaging but sensitive way, putting them at ease and never giving offence."
"Being from Halifax, he has a particular rapport with Yorkshire audiences. We have always found him
very co-operative and adaptable, respecting our needs and establishing the tone we require for any
particular event we have run."
"Audiences will always have an enjoyable time with Pete. He will help any event go with a lighthearted swing and loads of laughter. An evening with Pete is a guaranteed success."
Simon Copley, Fundraising Manager, Hollybank Trust
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Comedian, Speaker, Compere & Comedy Writer

A fresh and relatively new comedian, Pete is often described as a
“thin” Johnny Vegas! Original clever comedy, clean but suited to
mainstream audiences, Pete is currently making his name on the
after dinner circuit.

